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HB 3380 Rep. Tiangco Mandating the establishment of fisherfolk 
resettlement areas by the Department of 
Agriculture, Department of Human 
Settlements and Urban Development, and 
the local government units, amending for 
the purpose Section 108 of RA 8550, as 
amended  

The Committee, chaired by Rep. Alfredo 
Marañon III (2nd District, Negros Occidental), 
approved HB 3380 subject to style and 
amendment. 
 
Navotas City Rep. Tobias “Toby” Tiangco, author 
of HB 3380, said that his bill aims to facilitate the 
establishment of settlement areas for fisherfolk 
by including the local government units and the 
Department of Human Settlements and Urban 
Development (DHSUD) as co-implementing 
agencies of the Department of Agriculture. Rep. 
Tiangco informed the body that a similar bill was 
passed on third and final reading by the House of 
Representatives during the 18th Congress and 
was transmitted to the Senate but was not acted 
upon due to lack of material time. 
 
Committee Vice Chair Rep. Danny Domingo (1st 
District, Bulacan) expressed his support for the 
bill and manifested to be made co-author of the 
same.  
 

HB 2926 Rep. Tiangco Amending certain section of RA 8550, as 
amended, otherwise known as the 
Philippine Fisheries Code of 1998, 
creating the Manila Bay Management 
Council thereof 

The Committee agreed to create a technical 
working group (TWG) to study the bill further. 
 
Rep. Tiangco was designated as the TWG Chair. 
 
In his explanatory note to HB 2926, Rep. Tiangco 
said that his bill seeks to create the Manila Bay 
Management Council (MBMC) that shall be 
mandated to manage, control, and supervise the 
Manila Bay in order to ensure consistency and 
efficiency in the adoption and implementation of 
programs to protect and preserve the bay. 
 
Rep. Domingo expressed his support to the bill 
and manifested to be made co-author of the 
same.  
 
Representatives from the following 
agencies/groups expressed their support for the 
bill: DHSUD, Metro Manila Development 
Authority (MMDA), Philippine Council for 
Agriculture and Fisheries (PCAF), Bureau of 
Fisheries and Aquatic Resources, National 
Housing Authority (NHA), Philippine National 
Police (PNP), Philippine Coast Guard, Manila 
Bay Coordinating Office (MBCO), Fisheries and 
Aquatic Resources Management Council of 
Navotas, and Samahan ng Mangingisda ng 
Navotas. 
 
MMDA Legal Research Director Atty. Dianne 
Dizon proposed the involvement of the local 
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government units in the management of areas 
surrounding the Manila Bay, in close coordination 
with the MBMC 
 
PCAF Executive Director Nestor Domenden 
emphasized that the creation of the proposed 
council will ensure the development, security, 
and stability of fisherfolk living around Manila 
Bay.  
 
NHA Department Manager Atty. Sergio 
Domasian said that the proposed council will 
serve as a central coordinating body that will 
unify all government actions regarding Manila 
Bay.  He recommended that the DHSUD and 
NHA be included as members in the proposed 
MBMC.   
 
PNP Maritime Group Chief of Staff Police 
Colonel Bobby Abao gave the assurance that the 
PNP Maritime Group will remain steadfast and 
committed to enforce fisheries laws in the country 
for the protection of Manila Bay.   
 
Meanwhile, Pambansang Lakas ng Kilusang 
Mamamalakaya ng Pilipinas (PAMALAKAYA) 
National Spokesperson Ronnel Arambulo 
opposed the creation of the MBMC, citing that 
this would result in possible demolition of 
fisherfolk communities living near the Manila Bay 
area.   
 
Refuting the statement of Arambulo, Rep. 
Tiangco gave the assurance that should there be 
demolition in the future to improve and develop 
the surrounding areas of Manila Bay, the 
fisherfolk will be resettled near the fishing 
grounds to ensure that their means of livelihood 
will not be affected and that they will still gain 
access to Manila Bay.    
 
Rep. Tiangco said that all stakeholders as well as 
representatives from the LGUs surrounding the 
Manila Bay will be represented in the TWG. They 
were requested to submit their position papers on 
the bill for the TWGs consideration. 
 

Government 
Reorganization 
jt. w/ Public 
Works and 
Highways 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HBs 21, 55, 
144, 2175, 
2690, 
3082, 
3226, 
3237, 
3302, 
3435, 
3610, 
3670, 
3677, 
3727, 
3886, 
4326, 
4535, 
4536, 
4865, 
5177, 
5205, 5877 

Speaker 
Romualdez, 
Reps. Salceda, 
Olivarez, 
Tupas, Salo, 
Atayde, 
Vergara, 
Paduano, 
Rodriguez (R.), 
Fresnedi, 
Deputy 
Speaker 
Singson- 
Meehan, Reps. 
Defensor, 
Flores, Duterte, 
Yap (E.), 
Villarica, 
Colada, 

Establishing the national framework for 
water resource management and creating 
the Department of Water Resources and 
the Water Regulatory Commission, 
defining their mandates, powers and 
functions, and appropriating funds therefor 

The Joint Committee, co-presided by Rep. 
Jonathan Keith Flores (2nd District, Bukidnon), 
Chair of the Committee on Government 
Reorganization, and Rep. Romeo Momo Sr. (1st 
District, Surigao del Sur), Chair of the Committee 
on Public Works and Highways, agreed to create 
a technical working group (TWG) to thresh out 
the issues and concerns raised by the Members 
and resource persons regarding the proposed 
measures. 
 
Rep. Joey Sarte Salceda (2nd District, Albay) was 
designated as chair of the TWG.  
 
In his opening statement, Rep. Flores remarked 
that the bill on the creation of the Department of 
Water Resources (DWR) already reached the 
period of debate and interpellation at the plenary 
during the 18th Congress. Prior to that, he said 
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& 6266 Khonghun, 
Cua, Villafuerte 
(L.), Roque, 
Violago, and 
Fariñas 
 

that a similar bill filed during the 17th Congress 
also underwent a series of TWG deliberations. 
 
For his part, Rep. Momo stated that it is the 
responsibility of the State to ensure the 
affordability and accessibility of water to the 
public. To do this, he emphasized the need for a 
government instrument that would “properly and 
systematically manage the country’s water 
resources.” He added that the proposed DWR 
shall serve as the primary national agency 
responsible for policy formulation, planning, 
coordination, implementation, and monitoring of 
the development and management of the 
country's water resources. 
 
Rep. Salceda, author of House Bill 55, noted that 
the Philippines utilizes only 21% of its water 
resource potential, yet access to clean and 
adequate water remains a problem in many parts 
of the country. He attributed this and other 
problems of the water sector to the overlapping 
and fragmented management and regulation of 
water resources and services in the country, 
pointing out that over 30 government units and 
agencies both at the national and local levels 
regulate, manage, and govern the country’s 
water resources. 
 
Rep. Salceda emphasized that the proposed 
creation of the DWR, as espoused in his bill, 
shall ensure and accelerate universal access to 
water supply and sanitation services; encourage 
responsible private sector participation, fostering 
and prioritizing infrastructure and public works 
that adopt innovative solutions and international 
best practices to address the challenges of 
climate change; and declare all water and water 
treatment infrastructure projects as projects 
imbued with national interest.  
 
Expressing their support for the proposed 
measures were representatives from the National 
Economic and Development Authority, 
Department of Public Works and Highways 
(DPWH), National Water Resources Board, 
Laguna Lake Development Authority (LLDA), 
Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewerage System, 
Maynilad Water Services, Inc., Manila Water 
Company Inc., and Philippine Water Partnership.  
 
Department of Budget and Management (DBM) 
Acting Chief Budget and Management Specialist 
Karen Sunshine Quesea, while expressing the 
Department’s support for the bills, stated that the 
proposed law should clarify whether the agencies 
that will be transferred to the proposed DWR will 
be abolished, transferred or absorbed. She also 
pointed out that the clustering of functions within 
the proposed DWR needs to be properly defined 
in order to ascertain the number of 
undersecretaries and assistant secretaries that 
will head or compose each cluster. 
 
DPWH Undersecretary for Legal Services Ann 
Sharlyne Lapuz commented that the proposed 

HBs 482, 
1014, 
2298, 
2523, 
2818, 4057 
& 5810 

Senior Deputy 
Speaker 
Macapagal-
Arroyo, Reps. 
Herrera, Olaso, 
Vargas, Tan 
(K.), 
Tambunting, 
and Luistro 
 

Creating the Department of Water, 
Irrigation, Sewage, and Sanitation 
Resource Management, defining its 
powers and functions, appropriating funds 
therefor 

HBs 858, 
2538 & 
2880 

Reps. Romero, 
Cruz (A.), and 
Lee 

Creating the Department of Water 
Resources Management, defining its 
powers, functions, and jurisdiction, and 
appropriating funds therefor 
 

HBs 1013 
& 2558 

Rep. Herrera 
and Deputy 
Speaker Recto 

Rationalizing the economic regulation of 
water utilities, creating the Water 
Regulatory Commission 
 

HB 3788 Rep. Robes Creating the Department of Water 
Resources and the Water Regulatory 
Commission, defining their mandates, 
powers, and functions, and appropriating 
funds therefor 
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Bureau of Flood Control and Drainage which 
would be attached to the DWR would not be 
feasible, explaining that flood control and 
drainage management are handled by separate 
units in the Department. She argued that the 
transfer of this specific function to the DWR 
would cause the “disintegration of the 
Department.” 
 
DPWH Assistant Secretary for Operations 
Antonio Molano Jr. further explained that flood 
control and drainage management are 
considered in the design of infrastructure 
projects, thus, the additional bureaucratic hurdle 
of securing permits from the proposed Bureau 
will delay the implementation of projects.  
 
Rep. Lorenz Defensor (3rd District, lloilo) likewise 
believes that the DPWH should continue to 
handle the implementation of flood control 
projects, saying that the proposed DWR may not 
have the capacity to implement those projects 
nationwide. 
 
For her part, Rep. Stella Luz Quimbo (2nd 

District, Marikina City) asserted that flood control 
should be under the jurisdiction of the proposed 
water agency. She suggested that the DPWH 
could just be tapped to implement flood control 
projects, similar to the School Building Program 
of the Department of Education which is 
implemented by the DPWH. 
 
In the same vein, Rep. Gerville “Jinky Bitrics” 
Luistro (2nd District, Batangas) recommended the 
establishment of a convergence program on 
flood control to address the ambiguity in the 
functions and jurisdiction of agencies concerned 
with flood control. 
 
LLDA lawyer Noel Fernandez expressed LLDA’s 
reservation on some of the provisions of the bills 
which would limit the powers of the LLDA 
pursuant to Republic Act 4850 or the law creating 
the LLDA. According to Fernandez, the creation 
of the proposed DWR as the principal agency in 
charge of all water resources in the country 
would effectively remove the power of the LLDA 
to manage and regulate activities in Laguna de 
Bay. 
 
Local Water Utilities Administration (LWUA) 
Legal Department Manager Roberto San Andres 
submitted that only the economic and regulatory 
functions of the LWUA should be transferred to 
the proposed Water Regulatory Commission and 
that the LWUA should continue to perform its 
function as a specialized lending institution 
pursuant to PD 198 or the Local Water Utilities 
Administration Law.  
 
Rep. Augustina Dominique “Ditse Tina” Pancho 
(2nd District, Bulacan) inquired whether there are 
provisions in the bills that grant benefits and 
incentives to provinces that supply water to other 
parts of the country. She explained that dams in 
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the Province of Bulacan have long catered to the 
water needs of Metro Manila but has not 
benefitted from it.  
 
In response, Rep. Salceda gave the assurance 
that the constitutional entitlement of local 
governments to an “equitable share in the 
proceeds of the utilization and development” of a 
natural resource (as provided in Article X, 
Section 7 of the 1987 Constitution) shall be 
incorporated in the bill.  
 

Substitute 
Bill to HBs 
12, 2423, 
2787, 
2885, 
3096, 
3227, 
3385, 
3473, 
3529, 
3539, 
4015, 
4086, 
4120, 4411 
& 4816 

Speaker 
Romualdez, 
Reps. Gomez, 
Vargas, 
Nograles (M.), 
Haresco, 
Romero, Tan 
(K.), Flores, 
Duterte, Yap 
(E.), Villafuerte 
(L.), 
Tambunting, 
Quimbo, 
Lacson, and 
Violago 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rightsizing the National Government to 
improve public service delivery 

The Committee, chaired by Rep. Jonathan Keith 
Flores (2nd District, Bukidnon), approved the 
Substitute Bill to the 15 bills, subject to style and 
amendment, and the corresponding Committee 
Report. Thereafter, the bill will be referred to the 
Committee on Appropriations for review of its 
funding provision.  
 
The Committee agreed to incorporate the 
proposed amendments of the DBM in the 
substitute bill. 
 
DBM Undersecretary Wilford Will Wong 
presented the Department’s recommendations 
on the bill, as follows: 

• Indicate in Section 2 (Declaration of 
Policy) that in the pursuit of rightsizing 
efforts, the State must ensure that the 
welfare of civil servants and other 
workers must be protected. 

• Add a new section defining 11 
terminologies as used in the bill; 

• Allow the President of the Philippines 
to modify, reorganize or create 
agencies, offices, and positions 
whenever public interest so requires; 
and 

• Include a provision for the conduct of a 
strategic review and study on the 
mandates, functions, systems, 
operations, and processes of the 
National Government. 

 

Higher and 
Technical 
Education jt. w/ 
Civil Service 
and 
Professional 
Regulation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HBs 567, 
1168, 
1388, 2836 
& 4948 

Reps. Castro 
(F.), Silverio, 
Herrera, 
Deputy 
Speaker Recto, 
and Rep. 
Tambunting 
 

Repealing RA 10912, otherwise known as 
the Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD) Act of 2016 

The Joint Committee, presided by Baguio City 
Rep. Mark Go, Chair of the Committee on Higher 
and Technical Education, and Rep. Margarita 
Ignacia Nograles (Party-List, PBA), Vice Chair of 
the Committee on Civil Service and Professional 
Regulation, consolidated the 12 bills and 
approved the Substitute Bill and the 
corresponding Committee Report, subject to style 
and amendment.  
 
At the outset, Rep. Go recalled that a bill similar 
to House Bills 1086, 1662, and 3468 was 
approved on third reading by the House of 
Representatives in the previous Congress. 
 
According to Rep. Go, the bill approved in the 
18th Congress requires CPD units not anymore 
for the renewal of professional identification 
cards (PIC) or licenses but for the updating and 
upgrading of knowledge, skills, values, and 
competencies. In addition, its compliance period 

HBs 816 & 
2982 

Rep. Romero Amending certain provisions of RA 10912 
(by removing CPD as a mandatory 
requirement in the renewal of professional 
identification cards, and putting in place 
qualification assessment standards in 
relation to the implementation of the 
career progression and specialization 
program for every profession, among other 
amendments) 
 

HBs 1086, 
1662 & 
3468 

Reps. 
Villafuerte 
(L.R.), 

Enhancing the CPD of Filipino professions 
as an integral component of the career 
progression and specialization programs, 
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Rodriguez (R.), 
and Revilla (B.) 

and appropriating funds therefor, 
amending for the purpose RA 10912 
 

could be suspended in case of a pandemic, 
calamity, or national emergency. He also said 
this bill exempted certain categories of 
professionals from the mandatory CPD training, 
such as the newly licensed or registered 
professionals on the first renewal of their IDs or 
licenses within the first four years after obtaining 
their license, and overseas Filipino workers 
(OFWs) and senior citizens who are not engaged 
in the practice of their profession as defined 
under their respective regulatory laws.  
 
Rep. Nograles underscored that continuous 
training and education of professionals is 
imperative in improving their skills in order for 
them to easily adapt with the developments in 
their specific professions and thus be at par with 
their global counterparts. She expressed 
optimism that the Joint Committee will be able to 
come up with a better and responsive legislative 
measure through the active participation and 
individual insights of the Members, authors, and 
resource persons. 
 
In her sponsorship speech, Rep. Marissa “Del 
Mar” Magsino (Party-List, OFW), author of HB 
2529, stated that while she recognizes the 
importance of the CDP, her bill intends to 
exempt qualified OFWs, who are engaged in the 
practice of their professions outside the 
Philippines, from the mandatory requirement of 
undergoing the CPD program in the renewal of 
their PICs. She explained that qualified OFWs 
refer to those who have a service contract of at 
least three years or have been practicing their 
profession abroad for a period of three 
consecutive years. She stated that the rationale 
for her proposal is the “out of the country nature” 
of the employment of OFWs and the “seasonal 
character” of their employment contracts which 
make it “impractical and inconvenient if not 
physically impossible for them to comply with the 
CPD requirement on a regular basis.” She added 
that compliance with the CPD requirement would 
also entail additional cost on the part of the 
OFWs. 
 
Commission on Higher Education (CHED) Senior 
Education Program Specialist Shiela Jalbuena 
said that the CHED shall defer to the wisdom of 
the Committee and the Professional Regulation 
Commission on the implementation of the CPD 
and likewise committed to submit the agency’s 
official position paper the soonest.  
 
PRC’s Board of Criminology Chairperson Ramil 
Gabao stated that the PRC, together with the 46 
professional regulatory boards which are under 
its supervision as well as the accredited and 
integrated professional organizations, 
recommends the consideration and adoption of 
the bill approved by the Joint Committee and 
subsequently passed by the House on third 
reading in the 18th Congress. He also promised 
that the PRC will continue to work hand in hand 
with the House, as in the last Congress, towards 

HB 2529 Rep. Magsino Exempting qualified overseas Filipino 
workers from the coverage of RA 10912 
 

HB 5773 Rep. 
Villanueva 

Enhancing the CPD of Filipino workers 
and professionals, amending for the 
purpose RA 10912 
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the enhancement or amendment of the CPD Act 
of 2016. 
 
Batanes Rep. Ciriaco Gato Jr. inquired on the 
number of professionals who failed to renew 
their license due to the non-compliance with the 
CPD requirements. Gabao responded that the 
PRC so far has no policy pertaining to the 
rejection of any application or non-renewal of the 
PICs. He explained that the PRC has transitory 
policies and guidelines in place to facilitate and 
ease the burden of professionals in renewing 
their PICs by just requiring them to execute an 
undertaking indicating their compliance with the 
CPD requirements at their convenience. 
 
The Joint Committee agreed to use HBs 1086, 
1662, and 3468 as the lead bills in crafting the 
substitute bill for the 12 bills. 
 

Housing and 
Urban 
Development    
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HBs 1986, 
2703, 4146 
& 4354 
 

Reps. 
Paduano, 
Romualdez 
(Y.M.), 
Ongchuan, and 
Abalos 

Strengthening the right of government to 
expropriate lands for socialized housing, 
amending for the purpose Sections 9, 10 
and 11 of RA 7279, otherwise known as 
the Urban Development and Housing Act 
of 1992 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Committee, chaired by Rep. Jose Francisco 
“Kiko” Benitez Ph.D. (3rd District, Negros 
Occidental), agreed to create a technical working 
group (TWG) to deliberate further on the four 
bills and come up with a substitute bill. 
 

Rep. Jonathan Keith Flores (2nd District, 
Bukidnon) was designated as TWG Chair. 
 

At the outset, Rep. Benitez recalled that a 
housing emergency was declared during the 18th 
Congress due to the huge housing backlog in 
the country. He attributed the backlog to the 
rising cost of land, the long period of time before 
housing projects are done, and the lack of long 
term planning for resettlement projects. He said 
the bills for deliberation in today’s meeting seek 
to address the housing backlog. He added that a 
similar version of these bills was already 
approved on third reading by the House of 
Representatives last Congress. 
 

Rep. Jude Acidre (Party-List, TINGOG), co-
author of HB 2703, stated that the bill seeks to 
strengthen the right of the government to 
expropriate lands for socialized housing to 
bolster the government’s resolve to address 
poverty through affordable housing which is a 
critical element in ensuring social progress. He 
expounded that the bill grants local government 
units or the proper government agency the 
power to identify and acquire a particular area 
for socialized housing. The bill likewise removes 
the order of priority in the types of land that 
should be acquired for socialized housing. The 
current law placed privately-owned lands at the 
bottom of the list. Further, it allows expropriation 
to be resorted to even if other modes of land 
acquisition have not yet been exhausted.  
 

Expressing their support for the bills were the 
resource persons from the Department of 
Human Settlements and Urban Development 
(DHSUD), National Housing Authority (NHA), 
Presidential Commission for the Urban Poor 
(PCUP), and Subdivision and Housing 
Developers Association, Inc (SHDA). 
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On the proposed removal of the order of 
priorities in the acquisition of land for socialized 
housing, Department of the Interior and Local 
Government’s (DILG) Legal, Legislative and 
Liaison Service lawyer Keith Mengullo opined 
that the constitutionality of the proposed law 
might be questioned, considering that everyone 
has the right to property under the Constitution.  
 
Meanwhile, Organization of Socialized and 
Economic Housing Developers of the 
Philippines, Inc. (OSHDP) Secretary General 
Fernand Imperial underscored the need to 
maintain the existing safeguards on 
expropriating privately-owned lands. He 
suggested the retention of the provisions in the 
law setting the order of priority in the acquisition 
of land for socialized housing as well as 
exhausting other modes of acquisition before 
resorting to the expropriation of private lands. He 
opined that the proposed amendments might do 
more harm than good to the public.  
 
The resource persons were requested to submit 
their respective position papers on the bills for 
the TWG’s consideration.   
 

HB 3782 Rep. Guintu Mandating the appointment or designation 
of a local human settlements officer in all 
provinces, cities, and municipalities, 
providing for the position’s qualifications 
and functions 

The Committee agreed to create a TWG to 
deliberate further and refine the provisions of 
House Bill 3782. 
 
Rep. Ma. Victoria Co-Pilar (6th District, Quezon 
City) was designated as the TWG Chair. 
 
In his sponsorship speech, Rep. Ivan Howard 
Guintu (Party-List, PINUNO), author of HB 3782, 
said that his bill seeks to mandate the creation of 
a local human settlements (LHS) officer in all 
provinces, cities and municipalities who shall 
serve as the focal person in every locality 
assigned to ensure the proper implementation of 
the housing services provided under RA 7279. 
 

Expressing their support for the bill were the 
resource persons from the DILG, NHA, PCUP, 
SHDA, OSHDP, League of Cities of the 
Philippines, Pag-IBIG Fund, National Home 
Mortgage Finance Corporation (NHMFC), Social 
Housing Finance Corporation, and the Union of 
Local Authorities of the Philippines.  
 

On the observation of Rep. Co-Pilar about the 
many duties and functions of the LHS officer 
under the proposed bill, Rep. Guintu replied that 
these are subject to review by the Committee 
and thus may be amended. He also 
acknowledged that the feasibility of appointing or 
designating an LHS officer will still depend on 
the size and capability of the LGU concerned.  
 

The DILG representative commented that 
mandating the appointment or designation of an 
LHS officer may cause budgetary constraints 
especially for low income LGUs. As an 
alternative, Mengullo suggested that the LHS 
officer be created as an organic position under 
the DHSUD instead.  
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Meanwhile, NHMFC Vice President Siegfried 
Eric Lapasaran recommended that an LHS 
officer should be a full-time job to ensure a 
focused attention and effectiveness in the 
delivery of service. As to qualifications, he said a 
minimum residency requirement must also be 
prescribed in the bill to ensure that the would-be 
LHS officer has the appropriate knowledge and 
grasp of the situation of the locality where he or 
she will be assigned. 
 
For her part, OSHDP Director Jhovy Kapa-
Puzalan suggested that part of the functions of 
the LHS officer should be the streamlining of 
housing-related permits and processes in the 
LGU to improve ease of doing business.  
 
All the resource persons present during the 
meeting were requested to submit their 
respective position papers on the bill for the 
TWG’s consideration.  
 

Ways and 
Means 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HB 178 Rep. Tanchay Requiring the declaration of the value of 
imported goods in shipping and airline 
documents and prohibiting fraudulent 
alteration of cargo manifest, Bill of Lading, 
and Airway Bill, amending for the purpose 
RA 10863, otherwise known as the 
Customs Modernization and Tariff Act 
 

The Committee, chaired by Rep. Joey Sarte 
Salceda (2nd District, Albay), will deliberate 
further on the four bills in its next meeting. 
 
Rep. Mikaela Angela Suansing (1stDistrict, Nueva 
Ecija) took over as the presiding officer during 
the deliberation on the bills. Rep. Suansing noted 
that the bills proposing amendments to certain 
provisions of Republic Act 10863 or the Customs 
Modernization and Tariff Act (CMTA) were 
approved on third reading by the House of 
Representatives during the 18th Congress. 
 
Rep. Horacio Suansing Jr. (2nd District, Sultan 
Kudarat), author of House Bill 1697, said that his 
bill seeks to utilize one percent of the Bureau of 
Customs’ (BOC) annual revenue collection to 
modernize its administrative processes and 
operational systems to make them more 
consistent and at par with international standards 
and customs best practices. It will also do away 
with requesting for supplemental budget in order 
to achieve its modernization objectives, he 
added. 
 
Reps. Lex Anthony Cris Colada (Party-List, 
AAMBIS-OWA) and Paul Ruiz Daza (1st District, 
Northern Samar), authors of HBs 3245 and 3789, 
respectively, manifested that their explanatory 
notes attached to the bills be considered as their 
sponsorship speeches.  
 
In a brief presentation, Rep. Salceda cited the 
collaboration between his Committee and the 
BOC in crafting administrative policies during the 
18th Congress. These collaborations involved 
investigations in aid of legislation or reform, 
continuing oversight which was aimed at 
preventing complacency in the BOC’s 
performance, and adopting best practices such 
as digitalization and quick turnaround time for 
essential medical goods like vaccines during 
COVID-19.  
 

HB 1697 Rep. Suansing 
(H.) 
 

Amending RA 10863 (by introducing a 
new provision that would allow the Bureau 
of Customs to use one percent of its 
annual income for its modernization 
program) 
 

HBs 3245 
& 3789 

Reps. Colada 
and Daza 

Amending Sections 102, 104, 119(b), 201, 
209, 307, 402, 407, 423, 427, 431, 800(g), 
802, 806, 900, 1100, 1111, 1117, 1118, 
1129, 1131, 1135, 1138, 1141, 1147(a), 
1204, 1226, 1400, 1505 and 1512; 
repealing Section 709; and adding Section 
440-A all under RA 10863 (by modernizing 
and optimizing the country's trade 
practices through significant reforms in the 
Bureau of Customs' policies, practices, 
systems, and transactions) 
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As such, Rep. Salceda said, BOC’s revenue 
collections surpassed targets from a 4.6% below 
target in 2019 to as high as 6.6% above target in 
2020. As of November this year, the BOC is 
already 3.2% above revenue target amounting to 
P746 billion out of P722 billion target. He likewise 
noted that the conduct of post-audit hearings has 
resulted in the revocation of accreditation of 
importers and customs brokers for cause, 
dramatic increase of condemned forfeited goods, 
as well as seizures of smuggled goods and illegal 
drugs, and better BOC policies. 
 
Rep. Rodante Marcoleta (Party-List, SAGIP), co-
author of HB 178, chided the BOC why cargo 
manifests, bills of lading and airway bills 
commonly transmitted by foreign ports do not 
indicate the value of goods and articles being 
imported. According to Rep. Marcoleta, this is 
where the irregularities such as misdeclaration, 
misinvoicing, undervaluation, and 
misclassification of cargoes come into play which 
the proposed measure intends to curb. 
 
HB 178 requires common carriers to declare the 
value of goods and articles in the cargo 
manifests of vessels from a foreign port, bill of 
lading and airway bill as it appears in the 
commercial invoice and letters of credit for the 
purpose of assessing and collecting correct 
taxes, duties, and charges. 
 
BOC Import and Assessment Service Director 
Yasser Ismail Abbas explained that there are 
other forms of valuation allowed for purposes of 
ascertaining correct duties and taxes under the 
CMTA. Abbas further said that subscribing to 
only the transaction value indicated in 
commercial documents will only limit the 
assessment of duties and taxes for imported 
articles or goods. 
 
Under the CMTA, other methods of goods 
valuation, aside from the transaction value 
method, are allowed as basis for determining 
duties and taxes such as deductive value, 
computed value, and fallback value methods, 
among other valuation methods. 
 
Rep. Marcoleta urged BOC to give more 
credence to the inward manifest on imported 
articles as it is more likely truthful and accurate 
as against those documents being presented by 
brokers and consignees. 
 
The principal author of the CMTA, former House 
Member and currently Department of Energy 
Undersecretary Sharon Garin, stressed that the 
rules on valuation of imported goods should be 
followed to determine the correct value of the 
goods, adding that transaction values cannot be 
totally relied on in determining the correct duties 
and taxes.  
 
Occidental Mindoro Rep. Leody “Odie” Tarriela 
aired the complaints made by some local 
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business importers wherein despite having 
submitted complete importation documents, 
BOC’s valuation personnel or assessors would 
not issue release clearance of import goods until 
the Philippine Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (PCCI) issues certificate of origins 
(COs). This situation proves burdensome to local 
business importers because they are being 
charged with demurrage fees until their goods 
are released, he said. 
 
BOC Deputy Commissioner Edward Dy Buco 
clarified that the role of the PCCI in import 
valuation is merely advisory or as value expert 
and, as such, its recommendation is not 
conclusive as to the findings of the import 
assessor of the BOC. He committed to look into 
the matter and recommend remedial action 
possibly through the issuance of a memorandum 
circular. 
 
Department of Finance (DOF) Office of the 
Undersecretary for Revenue Generation and 
Local Finance Group representative Maricar 
Pimentel  expressed the DOF’s reservation on 
the earmarking of part of BOC’s annual income 
for its modernization program as proposed in HB 
1697. Pimentel said that, as in the past, it is the 
DOF’s position that funding for agency 
modernization programs must be included in the 
annual general appropriations law passed by 
Congress and should not come from the 
agency’s income collections. 
 
Rep. Suansing inquired on the status of the new 
customs process automation pursuant to the 
thrust of the CMTA to automate the BOC. She 
presented data on the funding appropriated for 
the BOC versus the efficiency of utilization of 
such funding, which she directed the BOC to 
compare with its own records. She also raised 
the issue of under-assessed importations at the 
Manila International Container Port and Port of 
Manila which should be addressed by the BOC 
through an audit report. 
  
Unable to respond to the queries raised by Rep. 
Suansing and those raised by other Members of 
the Committee due to lack of available data, the 
BOC was requested to submit pertinent 
documents in the Committee’s next meeting. 
 
The Philippine Ports Authority, Association of Off-
Dock Operators of the Philippines, and collectors 
from the Manila International Container Port and 
Port of Manila will be invited to hear their 
respective comments on the bills. 
 

Substitute 
Bill to HBs 
353, 1617 
& 3703 

Reps. Garcia 
(M.A.), Garcia 
(A.), and 
Deputy 
Speaker Recto  

Establishing a special defense economic 
zone inside the Government Arsenal 
defense industrial estate located in Camp 
General Antonio Luna, Lamao, 
Municipality of Limay, Province of Bataan, 
creating for the purpose the Special 
Defense Economic Zone Authority and 
appropriating funds therefor 

The Committee approved the tax provisions of 
the proposed measures subject to style and 
amendments to wit: 

• Harmonize the grant of tax incentives 
under the ecozone bills with Title XIII 
of the National Internal Revenue Code 
(NIRC), as amended; 
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HB 24  Speaker 
Romualdez 

Converting and expanding the Leyte 
Industrial Development Estate into the 
Leyte Ecological Industrial Zone, creating 
for this purpose the Leyte Ecological 
Industrial Zone Authority, and 
appropriating funds therefor 
 

• Delete the provision on fiscal incentives 
in the bill and in its place, insert a 
provision to read as follows:  
“Fiscal Incentives. – Registered 
enterprises of the ecozone may be 
entitled to pertinent fiscal incentives 
granted under Title XIII (Tax 
Incentives) of the NIRC, as amended; 
and 

• Insert a sentence under the provision 
on Supervision and Control, to read as 
follows: “Provided that the grant of 
fiscal incentives shall be subject to the 
provisions of Title XIII of the NIRC, as 
amended.”   

HBs 292, 
439, 467, 
517, 745, 
2592, 2728 
& 5415 

Reps. 
Gasataya, 
Pimentel, 
Salimbangon, 
Revilla (R.J.), 
Baronda, 
Singson (R.V.), 
Umali, and 
Aumentado 
 

Establishing special economic zones in 
certain parts of the country and 
appropriating funds therefor 

 
 

TECHNICAL WORKING GROUP MEETING ON HOUSE MEASURES 

COMMITTEE 

MEASURES 

SUBJECT MATTER ACTION TAKEN/ DISCUSSION 
NO. 

PRINCIPAL 
AUTHOR 

Science and 
Technology 
(Technical 
Working 
Group) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Draft 
Substitute 
Bill to HBs  
2706, 
2713, 
3607, 
3897, 4785 
& 4994 
 
 

Reps. 
Romualdez 
(Y.M.), Dy 
(F.), Marquez, 
Tambunting, 
and Bordado 
 

Strengthening the National Research 
Council of the Philippines (NRCP) for the 
promotion of research work along 
scientific lines and appropriating funds 
therefor 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The technical working group (TWG), chaired by Rep. 
Jude Acidre (Party-List, TINGOG), will deliberate 
further on the draft substitute bill in its next meeting. 
 
At the outset, Rep. Acidre apprised the body that a 
pre-TWG meeting was already conducted by the 
representatives of the bills’ authors and stakeholders 
during which a draft substitute bill was crafted with the 
following objectives: 

• Strengthen the NRCP; 

• Complement the legislative agenda of the 
Department of Science and Technology 
(DOST), particularly its Science for Change 
Program; and 

• Ensure wider participation among the 
research stakeholders in developing a 
national research agenda for the country. 

 
DOST Director Lita Suerte-Felipe informed the TWG 
that the DOST still needs the inputs from its attached 
agency, the NRCP, in order to come up with an official 
position paper on the bills. She also recommended 
that the NRCP, through its regional offices, should 
already initiate meetings/consultations with 
stakeholders to arrive at a consolidated position on 
the proposed law. 
 
NRCP President Cristine Villagonzalo accepted the 
recommendation of the DOST Director. 
 
The DOST and NRCP were given until December 9 to 
submit their consolidated position on the draft 
Substitute Bill as the TWG intends to conduct its final 
meeting on December 12, according to Rep. Acidre. 
 

 

 
   Comments or suggestions may be sent to the Committee Publication Staff, Committee Management Support Service I, Committee Affairs Department 

3rd Floor, Ramon V. Mitra, Jr. Bldg., House of Representatives, Constitution Hills, Quezon City, 
through cmss1.cad@house.gov.ph or at tel. nos. 8932-6118/8931-5001 local 7122. 
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